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Photo, x-ralr electron-beam, and ion lithographies are analyzed from a statistical point of view in order to relate linewidth control to the contrast of the
exposure technique, etposure unifornity, and tbe resist contrast and sensitivity.
We show that the use of W projection lithography for 0.5 pn linewidths will require
very precise control of e:posure unifornity as well as high-contrast resist. l{e
also compare the marimun pirel-transfer rates of the various litbographies.

Many decades ago

the problem of noise in

e. fn this analysis ve choose
e = pl20. Linewidth, w, depends on exposure
tine and resist properties, and can vary within
the range e to p. Usually, one tries to have
v - pl2. We conpare lithogcaphic tochniques
prinarily by considering linewidth control, Aw.
We include in Aw both the uncertainty in the average linewidth and ripple along the edge of a
edge dinension

photographic inaging and CRT displays was ana-

lyzed, and criteria established for the nunber
of photons or electrons required per picture
elenent, or "pi:e1". Although nicrolithography
bears a close relationship to classical inaging, .the problen of noise and criteria for the
number of particles required per pixel are
quite different in tbe two cases. F'or erample,
there are no grey tones in nicrolithography: o
pirel should be either fully erposed or fully
unerposed. Also, nicrolithography, at least as
applied to integrated electronics, denands a
much lower probability of error than does nost
inaging. Lastly, linewidth control is a criterion of najor importance in microlithography.
fn this paper we review and expand an earlier
analysisl) of the consequences of the stochastic nature of the exposure process, and on
this basis compare the several lithographic
techniques. Earlier, Spiller and Feder discussed the statistics of x-ray exposute, and
derived equations relating narimum perrnissable
resist sensitivity to pattern resolution and

I ine.

For photon-based lithographies (i.e., photolithography a1rd x-ray lithograpby) we use the
cubic pirel nodell) and restrict our attention
to a single layer of cubic pixels within the
.resist (i.e., a layer of thickness e). For a
honogeneous resist filn this layer should be
located at the resist-substrate interfase where
tbe flur of photons is ninimun. For tri-level
resists, resist systems with thia contrrstenhancenent layers, or inorgaaic resists based
on silver photodoping, this layer should be
identified with the uppermost level. The present analysis .can be generalized to any nunber
of layers of pirels.
For electron and ion lithographies we use
a nodel in which the pirels are parallelepipeds
with sguare cross sections that extend through
the full thickness of the resist filn. When an
electron enters a resist filn it undergoes

mask sontrast2).

lfe consider the erposure of a test pattern, a one-dimensional grating of spatialperiod p. The pattern is conceptually
subdivided into discrete square "pirels" of

l3

scattering which quickly increases the spatial
ertent of the energy dissipation. For our purposes it will be adequate to use the nodel of
T.[.P. Chang3,4) which describes the energy
dissipation per unit volume, f(r), with a

dal distribution with a piecewise-linear
distributionl) in which m = 6. In oll other
cases n will be less than 6. The contrast
function is given by
K=

double Gaussian expression
where
f

(r) = L {erp t-"2lgrzl + nE exp {-r2lg;2)!,

(1)

t. is a proportionality constant, r is the
radial distance fron the beam aris, Fg is the
Gaussian paraneter for the forward scattering,
96 is the Gaussian paraneter for the backscattering (nuch larger than pg), and eB is the
ratio of the volune integrated erposure by the
backscattered electrons to that by the forward
scatteted electrons. The parameter Fg ilepends
on filn thickness and the spreading due to
forward scattering, and can include the finite
initial width of the be"..4) We will take

where

,=Ff.

(2')

For ion exposure we assuoe that ions pass
conpletely through a resist film, erposing a
right-circular cylintler about 10 nn in diameter. The mean distance , t'a", between the ares
of such erposure cylinders determines the nean
nunber, ii, of ions incident per pixel area:
(3)
fi = 1.lsezla2
Consider nory the exposufe, for a fired
length of tine, of the poriodic grating test
pattern in a single layer of pirels (either
cubes or parallelepipeds). Let F(r) represent
either the mean number of photons ab_sorbg4 in a
cubic pirel volu,me, or the mean number of charqed oarticles incident per pirel area, as a
function of distance, xp perpendicular to the
grating lines. We assume that any of the lithographic techniques will produce f'(r) distri"
bution that can be closely approrinated by a
region, one or more pixels wide, at fir"r, a
region of linearly decreasing count that is n
pi:rels wide, a region of minimrur count, !'1o,
that is one or more pirels wide, and a region
of increasing count that is n pirels wide. The
widths of the L"" and frrr' rogions need not be
equal. When a lithographic technique is operated near the linit of its resolution, the
function F(r) should be approrinately sinusoidal on a background. We approrimato a sinusoi-

F, is

AN/2frn,

nidway between

Fr",

and

(4)

Frio,

aad

AN=frr"r-firio.
ff we now consider the actual nunber,
N(r), of photons absorbed per pirel, or charged
particles incident per pirel area, iluring a
fixed period of tine, there will be deviations
fron the urean distribution as a result of statistical fluctuations. We assune that the arrivals of photons or charged particles are
random evonts. Thus, the RMS deviation fron N,
6t is given by
o

(5)

=
^rfNut
In Fig. 1, N(r) is plotted along with functions
corresponding to n standard deviations above
and below fr(r). Also indicated in F'ig. 1 is a

N(x)*no

Figure 1: A plot depicting T(x) and-functions n
standard tleviations above and below N(r). Ihe
cross-hatched region, 6N, centered oo -N6' is the
developmeat-uncertainty band. Pirels witt N(r)
above this band are fully developable, tbose
with N(r) below are undevelopable. Developnent
is uncertain for those pirels fot which N(r)
falls within the band.

of values of N, centered oo fi6 and designated as 6N, which we call the developmentuncertainty band. Pirels for which N(x) is
above this band are fully developable. Pi:els
for wbich N(r) is below this band will be undeveloped. F'or pirels in which N(r) falls within
the band it is uncertain whether or not they
develop. The width of the developnent-

band

uncertainty band is a measure of the resist
coatrast (i.e., small 6N coresponds to high
contrast) and any variations in the erposure
process, such as variation in intensity over the

linewidths. At 0.5 pn linowidth, an optical
systen is operated near its limit, that is,
K = 0.5 and n = 6. Letting (Ar/e) = 1, and
n = 3, equatioa (9) gives

field-of-view, variation from one erposure to
the nert, or variation in resist thickness ot
response. (This erpands the definition of 6N in
Ref. 1.)
Also illustrated in Fig. 1 is Ar, the
uncertainty in the position of the line edge.
Ilis Ar is clearly dependent on the slope of
fr'(r) as well as on the width of 6N.
A constraint which nust be inposed is that
6N be "n" standard deviations below frr"". The
value of n is a natter of choice; it is related
through the Poisson distribution to the probability that a pixel which is supposed to be
developed remains undeveloped as a result of
statistical fluctuations. ff we assume 6N is
centered oo fr, this condition can be expressed

frr"" - o

(Nnsx)Ll2 >frn +

6N/2

F,)##r-

L=6

and

= 0 (i.e., infinite resist contfast
perfect exposure control) we get

and

Tr)zt2

Tbfouqhout Comoarisons

(8)

)]

10)

( 0.16.
( 11)
ft will likely be ertrenely difficult to
meet this condition in production. F'or erample,
a variation in illunination of + 5% over the
field of view is very hard to achieve. Il.us,
this contributes 0.1 to 6N/frr. Variation of
resist sensitivity fron batch to batch and fron
place to place on a wafer due to thickness
variation and other factors may contribute perhaps 0.03. lbis leaves us with 0.03 for the
intrinsic "contrast/ of the resist. Tbis is an
extremely difficult requirement. PMMA is estinated to have an intrinsic DN/F, of about 0.1.
Clearly, precise control of illuniaation unifornity and the use of very high contrast resist
systems will be required to achieve A:r = e, that
is, linewidth control of 206 (AW = 2e).
Ibe stetistical analysis of lithographyr
as snomerized in Eq. (9), also enables one to
compare the narinun throughputs of the various
lithography techniques. We believe that the
measure of throughput should not be ,twafers per
hour" but rather the equivalerrt ,rpirel-transfer

This is the absolute ninimun value for Nr,
which obtains even if m = 0. We will see below
that N, is usually nuch larger than this.
The uncertainty in line edge position is
given byl),

(Ar/e) = (mtzK) [tonlF. + 2ntr/N,

(

6N/Nn

(6)

Taking K = 1 (the marimun possible value)

+rctfilll

For a resist with a sensitiviey of 100
nf/cn2, frr - 4 r 105 and equation (10) reduces
to the requirement

(7)

6N/AN

[tonln],1

-rate", R. With

tel

such a

netric the various

lithography techniques can be conpared on the
sane footing. Needless to salr time spent in
sanple handlingr Dovoooflt or alignment is not
included in R.
Allowing for the possibility that resists
of ertremely high contrast may be available in
the future, and assuning no variation in erposure, re let 6N/fr, - 0 in Eq. (9) (tlis nini-

first tern in the brackets reflects the
error in line-edge position due to finite resist
sontrast and variations in the eaposufe process,
since these are included in 6N. The second tero
reflects the error in line-edge position due to
fluctuations. Note that as resist sensitivity
is increased (i.e., N, is reduced) this seoond
The

N, aad hence ma:imizes R). Setting
Ax = e, (i.e., Lw = 2e), we obtain a sinple
expression for the statistically dictated ninimum nunber of absorbed photons required per
pirelr or incident cbarged particles required

term increases.

mizes

Linits of Ootical Proiec-t_ion Lithosrgohv
Let us consider what light eq. (9) can shed
on the question of whether optical projection
can be used in production for 0.5 pn mininum

per pirel area:

l5

N^ = &^21K2

(1,2)

'
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of merinuo pirel trensfer fttes, R, for tho vrrious litbogrephics rtlincwidthW=0.5 pn end
= 0.1 Fm, rssuoing iafinitc rcsist contrtst end porfect csposuro control (i.o., 6N/Nn = 0). S is
ninimun pernissible rcsist doso.
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K
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rnd
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l= L.24ro, e=50nn, n=3, r=1r endK=0.82 rndl$ rbsorption. Tbo first R vrlue
is for 20J lrggr pulses rt 1 Ez orto a terget with 25% ooavorsion into uscful :-rrys cnittcd iato
2n stomdi"4FJr . Tbe scoond R veluc is fot e pulscd-plesna r-rly sortco rith 600 W outDut into 4n
Assunesi

stcradirns.6)

(f)

1.3

3r D = 6, f
ebsorption in r pirel.
Aesuncs: I = 0.834 nm, e = 50 Dn' n = 3e D = le
ebsorption in r pirel.
Assunes: X = 310 nm, E = 50 nn, a =

(d) Aesunes: l=L.24tm,
(e)

6pCl cn'^

0.1 8pC/ cnf

0.18;rC/cno
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rbsorption.
OI LV-.
Alan? Dfr
tt, cC =
tO6- A,lCm:
ASSUnGS:
Df l'gIErOSE of
Assunes: brightnoss
= 5 r 10-3, Fr = 60 or4), K = 0.5, e = 60 nn, lnd n = 5.
Assuroes: brightncss of 10o A/cnz Sr, c =
= 10-3 r tn= 1; K = 1, E = 50 no, rad t= 10 m.
AesuncsS rn = 1, K = 1r I = 10 m, e = 50 m, I pAlcnz incidcnt ion ourrent dcnsityr rnd r 1 cn2
mesl rtol.

